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Andre De Takacs (1880-1919) 

"We're All Comrades Now" 

Cover illustration for sheet music (New York: McCarthy & Fisher), 1918 
Music by Fred Fisher; words by Joe McCarthy 

Library of Congress, \X/ashingron, DC 



From the lace nineteenth century through the 1940s, when phdtographic covers 
became more common, most sheet music in the United States featured alluring 
illustrated tide pages, often in bold, contrasting colors, meant to attract buyers. 

"Are Thev Equal in the Eves 01 the Law?" 
African American Soldiers in Illustrated Sheet Music of 

World War I 
Theresa Leininger-Miller 

The primary customers were middle-class 
women, who performed the songs on 
home pianos for entertainment, comfort, 
and hope while men served abroad. While 
many proud families supported US efforts 

in World War I, some, especially African Americaps, questioned the validity of 
giving one's life for a nation so flawed by inequality. Sheet music covers, with a wide 
spectrum of images from the favorable to the pejorative, express a nuanced range of 
attitudes and emotions about black male soldiers, including unflinching patriotism, 
courage, fear, pride, racism, tension, and uncertainty about the future of civil rights. 
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Of 9,670 patriotic compositions published in the United States between 1914 and 1918, 1 more than three dozen 

depict African American men, either as racist caricatures with gross physiognomic distortions in so-called comic songs 

or as highly competent doughboys in upbeat, popular tunes.2 The vast majority of music covers, echoing visual and 

American culture more generally, rendered black people negatively and even hostilely. Some illustrators tried to do 

the opposite, by actively combating racist depictions with more naturalistic imagery meant to humanize African 

Americans, often successfully but sometimes not. While both black and white composers and lyricists wrote 

supportive songs, music companies seem to have employed only white male illustrators for these covers.3 Some of 

the artists were the best known and most prolific in the field (such as Albert Wilfred Barbelle, E. H. Pfeiffer, Andre 

De Talcacs, Edgar Keller, and E. E. Walton), and others are unknown. Publishing firms range the gamut from large 

houses in New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia to smaller presses in Omaha and vanity enterprises in Memphis, 

with either white or black owners. 

For this essay, I analyzed the very small percentage of raciallyuplifting images of black servicemen in light of their 

convergence or divergence with the lyrics, and I propose that such compositions expressed the desire (and expectation, 

even) that equality in the United States would be achieved after the Great War for Democracy. Dominant themes 

of these music covers and songs emphasize a proud familial legacy of military self-sacrifice, interracial camaraderie, 

musical ability, strength, competence, heroism, and full citizenship. Overall, I found that white visual artists were 

more progressive than white songwriters, often overriding disparaging lyrics with more positive or inclusive imagery, 

while black songwriters were more assertive than white composers and illustrators in the push for equal rights. 

Of 3.7 million US soldiers in World War I, 370,000 were black; they trained and deployed in segregated 

units, and 42,000 saw army combat under white officers.4 Although African Americans made up just 10 percent of 

the entire US population, they supplied 13 percent of draft inductees. Most black men, both enlisted and drafted, 

were registered under the Services of Supply section of the American Expeditionary Forces, comprising labor, 

stevedore, and engineer service battalions, and some served as musicians. Black men could not enroll in the US 

Marine Corps and were limited to menial positions in the US Navy and the US Coast Guard. By the end of World 

War I, African funerican men had served in infantry, cavalry, medical, signal, engineer, and artillery units, and worked 

as chaplains, surveyors, truck drivers, chemists, and intelligence officers. They enlisted out of patriotic duty but 

also because they believed military service would prove that black Americans deserved full citizenship, overturning 

Jim Crow legislation and practice and bolstering support for the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill of 1918. 

Andre De Takacs (1880-1919) was an illustrator who expanded one song's 

content to make it more inclusive. The sheet music for "We're All Comrades Now" 

(1918) depicts a mammoth Uncle Sam smiling benevolently as he looks 

Interracial Comraderv down at five merry doughboys.5 The verses declare, ''All nationalities are

falling in line though they used to quarrel before. / They're friends since 

our nation's at war .... / They know just what they mean by democracy. I Your 

boy and my boy are there, sharing their sorrows and care." Invented, ethnically 

stereotyped personal names in the lyrics suggest a European American melting 

pot-Patsy Cline, Jakey Stein, O'Leary, Antony Macaroni, Yohnny Yohnson, 

Bill Bailey, Rueben Glue, and Heinie Schmidt-but none seem to indicate the 

sole black soldier that De Takacs inserted in his cover design, shoulder to 

shoulder with white men, in the upper of two rows. 6
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The historical reality did not match the illustrator's vision; the US Armed Forces were not officially desegregated 

until Executive Order 9981, in July 1948, although it took the Korean War (1950-53) to fully integrate the army. In 

World War I, as they had since the beginning of American history, black troops fought under white officers but not 

with white Americans (although some served alongside the French). They also suffered under discriminatory working 

conditions, such as improper and insufficient clothing and housing, having to eat outside in winter, working twenty

four hours straight, digging trenches, removing unexploded shells from fields, and burying soldiers killed in action. 
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Unknown artist 

Words and Music by 

GEO. A. LEWIS 
Ex�t:1ember ofthe }0�!1Cavah·y 

Published 1;1y_ 
PASHKOW &VARON 

3100 So.La Salle .St., Chicago. 

"The Brown Skin Bovs Are Coming [Patriotic SongJ" 

Cover illustration for sheet music (Chicago: Pashkow & Varon), 1918 
Music and words by George A. Lewis 

Libmy of Congress, Washington, DC 
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Several songs highlight multigenerational military service as an expected duty. In "The Brown Skin Boys Are Coming (Patriotic Song)" (1918), African American songwriter George A. Lewis (a former member 
Multigenerational Militarv Service of the Tenth Cavalry) recalls black service in theSpanish-American War: "We'll duplicate what we did in Ninety-Eight." On the cover (by an unknown illustrator), three soldiers, two armed with bayoneted rifles, cheerfully follow an American flag bearer into battle, seemingly oblivious to the shell exploding above. Although a Chicago firm published the tune, Lewis identifies these men as Southern, coming from Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, and Kentucky. He also underscores their doggedness: "We won't lag behind .. . / We have never been found wanting." Further, Lewis highlights their interracial comradery: "They are goin' to join the White Boys and have one hot old time." 
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Cover illustration for sheet music (Omaha: Hospe Music Co.), 1917 
Music and words by Al Harr 

Library of Congn:ss, Washington, DC 



The dialect song ''Ah Didn't Raise Mah Boy to Be a Slacker" (1917) concerns loved ones who insist chat Steven 

Jackson Washington join the army because his father fought in the Civil War: "If you'se gwine to be a slacker, Den 

you ainc mah son." Instead of depicting the fearful, draft-dodging Washington hiding in a haystack, as the lyrics 

state, the cover shows his parents and new wife bidding the proud, uniformed man farewell. He faces away from their 

rural home with its picket fence and dog, walking toward viewers. Notable differences of skin color, hairstyles, and 

fashions of the generations indicate distinctions: old/new, rural/urban, and segregated/assimilated.7 This assertive 

cover imagery, sketched in brown and white by an anonymous artist, overrides the disparaging lyrics, including 

the subtitle: "The War Song with a Laugh." 

Edward George Renesch (1879-1957) 

Colored Man Is No Slacker 

Poster, sheet 15¾ x 11 ¾ ( 40. 1 x 30 cm), 1918 

Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, Washington, DC 
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The following year, Chicagoan illustrator Edward George Renesch (1879-1957) produced a recruitment poster 

with a title echoing that of this song, Colored Man Is No Slacker (1918). Here, a handsome doughboy holds the hand 

of his sweetheart near a home with white columns bedecked with red, white, and blue potted and vining flowers. 

Soon, he will join the black troops marching with Old Glory in the background.' The couple's skin color matches 

the khaki military attire and seems to suggest that those who don the uniform will be seen and respected as patriots. 

Ir is clear that both music publishers and military recruiters used similar advertising and marketing strategies with 

propagandistic imagery. 

Which image came first, that of Renesch or one by Edgar Martin Keller (1867-1932) that seems to be based 

on a cropped image of this poster? For the music to the song "When the Good Lord Makes a Record of a Hero's 

Deed, He Draws No Color Line" (1918), Keller drew an unusual, naturalistic, half-length illustration, in which 

a slim parent and child, in profile, look into each other's eyes solemnly, as the mother pats her son's upper arms. 

She is the picture of selfless, modest American womanhood in her white apron, lacy cuffs, and collar. The framing 

orange military shield (outlined in white against a blue background) and the soldier's tan uniform with its 

neckband emblazoned "USA" underscore familial patriotism. Lyricist Val Trainor seeks to encourage black 

Americans to enlist in the military by associating service with morality, even to the point of assuming th.it men 

were going into battle to die for their country, an expectation acknowledged by families. Trainor attributes to both 

the prospective soldier and his mother the belief that army duty would ensure the young man's favorable afterlife, 

employing religious and patriarchal values to inspire desired behaviors. The mother sings the chorus: 

Your Granddad did his duty in the Civil War 

.. He fell by his master's side. 

Your daddy bravely did his bit at San Juan Hill, 

You know that's where he died. 

So I know that you will do your duty too, 

And remember, son of mine, 

When the good Lord makes a record of a hero's deed, 

He draws no color line. 

The long tradition of African American military service was evoked again in World War II, on the cover of 

"We Are Americans Too" (1941), by African American songwriters Andy Razaf (1895-1973), Eubie Blake (1887-

1983), and Charles L. Cooke (1891-1958), published by the black New York City firm Handy Brothers Music 

Company. In shades of brown, the unknown illustrator depicted a line of soldiers, three abreast, ascending a hill 

beneath a starry sky. In the first row are men in uniforms of the Civil War, Revolutionary War, and World War I. 

Behind them, men sport hats of other periods and military units. Above their heads, in the center of concentric rings, 

floats the Distinguished Service Medal, created in 1918 (the illustrator mistakenly lists the date as MCMXVII) and 

bestowed for exceptionally meritorious service to the government in a duty of great responsibility. Although no 

African American received this honor in World War I or II, the implication is that all servicemen provided distin

guished service. 
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Edgar Martin Keller (1867-1932) 

"When the Good Lord Makes a Record of a Hero's Deed, He Draws No Color line" 

Cover illuscracion for sheer music (New York: M. Witmark & Sons), 1918 
Music by Harry DeCosta, words by Val Trainor 

Library of Congress, \'Vashingron, DC 
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Unknown artist 

"We Are Americans Too" 

Cover illustration for sheet music (New York: Handy Brothers Music Co.), 1941 
Music and words by Andy Razaf, Eubie Blake, and Charles L. Cooke 

Private collection 

"He Draws No Color Line" is dedicated to Lieutenant James Reese Europe 

(1881-1919), an African American musician who led the band of the US 369th 

Infantry Regiment, known as the "Hell Fighters," and published such com-

Milil8fV Musicians positions as "On Patrol in No Man's Land." Partially because of Reese's fa'me,

52 several sheet music covers featured black drum majors, such as "When Alexan

ders Ragtime Band Plays 'Over There"' (1918). Yet, stereotypical tides and phys

ical caricatures from blackface minstrelsy linger. These pieces suggest chat African 

Americans' war involvement was limited to musical performances, mostly in 

the United States. "When Uncle Joe Steps into France" (1918) differs in that the 

cover, by Edward Henry Pfeiffer (1868-1932), is set in Paris; in the background 

is the Eiffel Tower, and a red, white, and blue shield, initialed "R.F." for Repub

lique Frarn;:aise, floats in the upper right. Trombonists head an endless line of 

white marching musicians. The drum major, coded as black by the stereotyped 

narrie in the song tide, is almost racially indeterminate. He has just a slightly 

deeper peach skin tone than the men he leads, outlined lips, and a somewhat 

broad nose. It seems that Pfeiffer tried to downplay such racist lyrics as, "Each one 

has a razor in his boot, / Those sons of Ham are feeling fit, / They're goin' to cut 

up quite a bit," and, in the chorus, 

When Uncle Joe steps into France, 

With his ragtime band from Dixieland, 

See the Soldiers swaying, 

When Uncle Joe starts swaying, a raggy ditty, so sweet and pretty, 

When they play the Memphis blues, 

They will use a lot of shoes, 

And fill them full of Darky gin, 

They'll rag their way right to Berlin, 

When Uncle Joe steps into France. 
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E. H. Pfeiffer (1868-1932) 

"When Uncle Joe Steps into France" 

Cover illustration for sheet music (New York: Joe Morris Music Co.), 1918 
Music by Billy Winkler; words by Bernie Grossman 

Library of Congress, \Xlashington, DC 

Unknown artist 

"When Alexanders Ragtime Band 

Plavs ·over There
"'

Cover illustration for sheet music (Philadelphia: 
George W. Graham Publisher of Music), 1918 
Music and words by George W. Graham 

Library of Congress, Washington, DC 
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African American songwriters Henry Creamer (1879-1930) and Turner Layton (1894-1978) countered the 

messages of minstrel and "coon" songs with "Good Bye Alexander, Good Bye Honey Boy" (1918), in which black troops 

are portrayed similarly to white troops on other music covers, as men leaving loved ones behind. Eralso Erroll Walton 

(1872-19 54) drew the cover to reflect the lyrics about fashionable Dinah Lee, seen from behind in the foreground 

waving to her drafted "sweetie," Alexander Cooper, somewhere in an endless line of marching soldiers in this urban 

scene of skyscrapers bedecked with American and French flags.9 She declared, "Dressed up in that uniform, you fills 

my heart with joy." Several verses echo common World War I themes: the longing of those at home for the soldiers' 

return, pride in their service, and belief in victory. Certain of her boyfriend's success, Dinah Lee sings, "So get busy 

with that gun and don't come back till you've won." White women, including the "Queen of the Blues," Marion 

Harris (1896-1944), the first widely known white performer to sing jazz and blues songs, popularized the tune with 

recordings in 1918. 10 

E. E. Walton (1872-1954) 

"Good eve Alexander, Good Bve Honev Bov" 

Cover illusrration for sheet music (New York: Broadway Music Co.), 1918 
Music and words by Henry Creamer and Turner Layton 

Univcrsiry of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Sousa Archives and Center for American Music 



The cover (by an unknown artist) of "When Our Brown Skin' Soldier Boys Come Home from War" (1919) 

depicts an American city scene similar to that by Walton, but rather than a departure, this is a vision of a victorious 

return of infantrymen led by an African American band. Griffin Music House, a black-owned Chicago company, 

published this song by African American songwriter Porter P. Grainger (1891-1955). Just above a female bystander's 

hat is a banner that identifies the distant troops as the Eighth Infantry Regiment of the Illinois National Guard, a 

Chicago-based African American militia founded in the 1870s. In World War I, the Eighth Illinois was redesignated 

as the US 370th Infantry and fought under the French, one of just two black combat divisions at the time. The 

370th fought hard in both the Meuse-Argonne and Oise-Aisne campaigns; seventy-one regiment members earned 

the French Croix de Guerre, and twenty-one received the US Distinguished Service Cross (the army's second-highest 

military decoration, awarded only for actions in combat). While the flag on the left is inexplicable, with its vertical 

blue and white stripes, the middle flag is a version of the blue-star service flag that army captain Robert L. Queisser 

of the Fifth Ohio Infantry designed in the fall of 1917 to honor his two sons serving in World War I. Typically, the 

standard featured one star for each family member. In this version, with fifteen stars, the emblem may represent those 

from a wider community that wished to express pride in patriotism and courageous virility. As art historian Jennifer 

Wingate has observed, "there was a pressing need to recognize the manhood of African Americans who served in the 

war as combat soldiers."11 

S/101.1/o' Pahhlic Son9.r H<1veR�nyMt'lodi<>s? Try7h/s One.' 
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"When Dur Brown Skin' Soldier Bovs Come Home from War" 

Cover illustration for sheer music (Chicago: Griffin Music House), 1919 
Music and words by Porter P. Grainger 

Temple University Libraries, Phik1delphia; Charles L. Block.son 
Afro-American Collection. Ml045 .G72x 1919 
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The boldest cover representing an African American combat soldier, 

"When Rastus Johnson Cake-Walks thtu Berlin" (1918), by Albert Wilfred 

Barbelle (1887-1957), features a 

Combat Soldiers and the Fight for Equality giant black warrior on tiptoe, uplift-

ing a diminutive, slumped German 

(Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1859-1941) with one fist, threatening him with a straight 

razor in the other. The weapon choice signifies racial otherness; why else would 

an infantryman, wearing a sword, wield one? African Americans had been 

depicted as fighting with razors in sheet music as early as the mid-l 880s. By 

rhen, black men had been working as barbers to wealthy white men for more 

than a century. Their link to razors seemed to suggest white fears of black 

social mobility and eventual racial equality. 12 

At first glance, the infantryman may seem a brutal, bloodthirsty thug. 

Given his gigantism and the negative associations with such words as "Rastus" 13 

and "cake-walks" in the title, there is potential for misreading the scene by those 

unfamiliar with history. In World War I sheet music, there were multiple 

examples of nations and armies picturing themselves as giants, "as monstrously 

endowed versions of humankind's perceived best and worst natures." 14 Never

theless, the cover is a dynamic image of battlefield domination, with the 

muscular doughboy crouching on tiptoe in a barren, black-and-orange abstract 

landscape with a diagonal horizon under a cloudy blue sky. The illusrration 

coincides with the lyrics only in that "Rastus Johnson," from Alabama, is 

described as a fit dancer: ''A dream of grace at minuet, a roll, or grand 

salaam [sic]." However, both cover and words celebrate Johnson's power as 

one of the "chosen men" of General John Pershing (1860-1948): ''All the 

dark town swells are praying that the grand attack will soon begin. For we'll 

know the fight is won, and the nation's work is done, when Rastus Johnson 

cal<e walks thru Berlin." Pershing, commander of the American Expeditionary 

Forces, gave the French the four regiments of the Ninety-Second Infantry 

Division because the French had experience wirh black soldiers, having used 

French colonial troops from Senegal. Members of the Ninety-Second were 

the first African American combat troops to set foot on French soil, and they 

fought heroically. 

Barbelle's illustration may depict either Private William Henry Johnson 

(1892-1929) or Private Needham Roberts (1901-1949), both of whom fought 

off a rwenty-man German patrol while on guard duty in the French sector on May 

14, 1918, though severely wounded. The rwo men earned the Croix de Guerre 

and a posthumous Purple Heart, and in 2015, President Barack Obama awarded 

Johnson the Medal ofHonor. Renesch would depict the rwo warriors in a dramatic, 

moonlit hand-to-hand combat scene in Our Colored Heroes (1918), with one stab

bing a German with a bolo knife in rhe foreground. A Pershing communique, 

"Colored man is eager to show his mettle and do his bit," appears in a shield at 

lower left. Both Barbelle's and Renesch's drawings celebrated the remarkable valor 

and victories of these men in service of the United States. 



Albert Wilfred Barbelle (1887-1957) 

"When Rastus Johnson Cake-Walks thru Berlin" 

Cover illustration for sheet music (New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.), 1918 
Music and words by John Atkinson 

Library of Congress, \Xlashingcon, DC 
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Edward George Renesch (1879-1957) 

Our Colored Heroe 

Chromolirhograph on paper, 1918 

National Porcrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, \Xlashington, DC 

Composer John Atkinson riffed on the cakewalk in "When Rastus Johnson ... ," reclaiming, reinterpreting, 

and elevating its meaning. Once danced among enslaved African Americans, and meant to covertly mock white 

slaveholders, the cakewalk was adapted by white performers, unaware of the mockery, in minstrel shows beginning 

in the 1870s. Playwright Amiri Baraka (aka LeRoi Jones) declared, "I find the idea of white minstrels in blackface 

satirizing a dance satirizing themselves a remarkable kind of irony."15 In this case, the derision of black people is

completely replaced by admiration of Johnson's prowess, in both dance and hand-to-hand combat. The performance 

prize is not a mere cake but the conquest of the Central Powers and the retention of American liberty. As a victorious 

black combatant, Rastus Johnson is the antithesis of the anonymous white common soldier standing at parade rest in 

thousands of World War I sculptural monuments. The lurid, high-contrast cover design seems remarkably prescient, 

predating the graphic style of superhero comic books by almost twenty years (Superman launched in 1938). 

In 1918, the year this song appeared, US Representative Leonidas C. Dyer (1871-1957), a Republican from 

Saint Louis, introduced the Dyer Anti-Lynching Bill to mandate punishment for lynchings and mob violence. Dyer, 

who was white and represented a majority African American district, was outraged by mob violence, disregard of the 

law, and the failure of local and state authorities to prosecute perpetrators of lynchings. In April 1919, the NAACP 

published a report that disproved the myth that most lynchings were based on African American attacks on white 

women; less than one-sixth (about 17 percent) of the twenty-five hundred African Americans lynched from 1889 to 

1918 had been accused of rape. 16 The primary reason for lynching was to support white supremacist control of any 

group, but primarily African American men, perceived as threatening to the status quo. 

Music covers were a small part of the visual contributions to efforts to enact race-related legislation in the early 

twentieth century, but their appearance in that context indicates that such initiatives had permeated contemporary 

culture. The Dyer bill was reintroduced in subsequent sessions of Congress and passed by the House of Representatives 

on January 26, 1922, but a Southern Democratic filibuster halted its passage in the Senate in 1923 and 1924. In the 

1930s, the Costigan-Wagner Bill also addressed lynching, as did subsequent bills. In fact, from 1882 to 1968, nearly 

two hundred anti-lynching bills were introduced in Congress, and three passed the House, but none were approved by 



the Senate. Only on June 13, 2005, did the Senate formally apologize for its failure in chis cause. In December 2018,

the Senate unanimously passed the Justice for Victims of Lynching Act, but the bill failed to pass the House before the 

congressional term ended. In 2020, the revised version of this legislation, the Emmett Till Antilynching Bill of 2019

(written to specify lynching as a hate crime) passed the House of Representatives but stalled over language. Finally, 

a version was approved by Congress and signed by President Joseph Biden on March 29, 2022.

W E. B. Du Bois (1868-1963), editor of the NAACP's journal, the Crisis, supported African American combat 

soldiers. After the war, in May 1919, he argued for the continued struggle for equality, declaring, "We are cowards 

if now that the war is over, we do not marshal every ounce of our brain and brawn to fight a sterner, longer, more 

unbending battle against the forces of hell in our own land. We return. We return from fighting. We return fighting." 17 

That fight was evident in the bloody race riots across the United States in 1919, a period known as the Red Summer. 

The ongoing combat was the subject of two of the most compelling pieces of sheet music featuring black World 

War I soldiers, "Please Let Your Light Shine on Me" and ''Are They Equal in the Eyes of the Law?," both self-published 

in 1919 by African American songwriters in Memphis, Tennessee. The sheet music cover of the first song depicts a 

black soldier with arms outstretched toward the Statue of Liberty, whose torch shines away from him and onto a trio 

of white civilian men conversing together. The lyrics plead for equality for African Americans as co_mpensation for 

their having served in France and for protection from internal enemies: "Now all that I ask of your majesty as a reward 

for making men free is a chance in life, a square deal in strife, so please let your light shine on me." On the latter 

song's cover, in the background is a vignette of a black soldier leading a white soldier in a battlefield charge. In the 

foreground, a blindfolded white female Justice presents a balanced scale holding two seated infantrymen, one white, 

one black. The chorus says: "The black man faced his death and cried 'Hurrah.' His soul was pure and white, he fought 

a manly fight. No more patriotic sons you never saw. Are they equal in the eyes of the law? ... They were the same in 

no man's land. Tell me now, how do they stand?" 
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Cover illustration for sheer music (Memphis: Campbell-Griggs Pub. Co.), 1919 
Music by Lucic E. Campbell; words by Serge. Allen Griggs Jr. 

Library of Congress, \'<1:lshingron, DC 

This African American songwriting duo was highly unusual. Pianist and composer Lucie Eddie Campbell 

(1885-1963) earned a bachelor of the arcs degree from Ruse College in Mississippi and a master's degree from Tennessee 

Agricultural and Industrial Scace College (now Tennessee State University). In 1915 she organized a thousand-voice 

choir that performed at the National Baptise Convention, introducing Marian Anderson. Campbell began publishing 

her music in 1919, producing more than one hundred compositions. As president of the Negro Education Associa

tion, she worked with government officials to increase pay for black teachers. 



Lyricist Allen R. Griggs Jr. (1882-1943) enrolled in the Student Army Training Corps (a program similar to 

campus-based Reserve Officers' Training Corps, or ROTC) at Philander Smith College in Little Rock, Arkansas. He 

probably did not see action but is billed as "Sergt." on music covers. 18 Allen Griggs Sr. (c. 1850-1922), who was born 

into slavery in Georgia and went on ro cofound North Texas Baptist College and the first black newspaper in Texas, 

deeply influenced his son's literary leanings. Griggs Jr. worked as field secretary for the National Public Welfare League 

and was a poet and playwright. He republished the lyrics of "Please Let Your Light Shine on Me" in a nineteen-page 

book, The Soul of the Soldier: Poems of the Great World War (vol. 1, c. 1920). 

Conclusion 

While white visual artists were generally more progressive and inclusive in their 

visions of song lyrics than the white lyricists themselves, black composers and 

lyricists went even further. They not only portrayed African American soldiers as 

patriotic and valiant but also underscored their combat service abroad ro lobby 

for improved legal status back home, during and after the war, with both their 

rousing words and their commission of persuasive music covers. Such different 

approaches seem to demonstrate the effects of positionality in rel�tion to subject 

matter and the commercial interests of appealing to more potential consumers 

with cover designs. 

In general, songs about black servicemen were not hits or deeply em

bedded in the national consciousness. Although the sheet musi� was produced 

commercially and distributed in the thousands, it is difficult to determine how 

widely the songs were known or performed or how much money they made. 

Yet they had meaning to those who purchased the sheet music, enthusiastically 

played and sang the tunes publicly and privately, and displayed the illustrated 

covers on their home pianos. It is likely that, because so many men were away at 

the front, most consumers of the sheet music were middle-class women. These 

were substantial publications, fourteen by eleven inches (a few were ten-by

seven-inch "war" editions), that, on a daily basis, reminded citizens of the reasons 

Americans were fighting. As a mass-produced item, sheet music permeated society 

in far more intimate, visible, and enduring ways than fine art could. Images of 

dutiful, competent, heroic, multitalented, and respectful African American men 

in uniform, accompanied by lyrics underscoring their virtues and the expectation 

of civil rights, surely had some effect on both black and white Americans in terms 

of the quest for a more equitable society and legal system. 

Such World War I sheet music is compelling visual culture that reveals 

deeply held beliefs and values about race, equality, citizenship, xenophobia, the 

legacy of familial military service, and a just divinity. The compositions, with both 

their words and images, were effective assertions of patriotic black soldiers repre

senting American manhood with vigilance, loyalty, and strength. These meaning

ful music covers, with their bold graphics, saturated colors, and emotional pull, 

were intended to attract patrons, offer solace and hope, improve race relations, 

and help make the Great War for Democracy a true legal and sociopolitical reality. 
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